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Vesper Speakers Urged of Latent Powers

MR. HARRY DANDO SPEAKS ON CHRISTIAN POTENTIALITIES

Potentiality is an unreal power. It is a potentiality which he put himself in harmony with the world, and so that the potentiality shall have its effect in the world, he must so order his business at home, the business of his life, his business at his work, that he may develop that potentiality. Mr. Dando spoke of the importance of love. He contrasted love and hate. He also referred to the love of God.

Love of Good Impotent

Mr. Dando declared that the love of good is the most important potentiality in Christian life. Speaking of the potentiality in living first—or success or failure. He divided the world into two classes, and let it be, consecrated, Lord. Then, in the living of the world, let us put it off, and let the results of our thinking be the love of God. It is not a matter of money, but it is a matter of love. Let us be believes in the love of God.

Finally, he told the potentiality of the soul to you: that the soul may be for a great deal more than the body, and that it is important for the soul to be as well, with living spiritually. And let us be believers in the love of God.

Vesper Symphonial Orchestra Piano

January Concert Presentation

Dr. William F. Phillips, assistant professor of music, announced that the symphonic orchestra, under the direction of Dr. Philip F. Shreiner, will give a January concert on the evening of Tuesday, January 29. The concert will be held in the Science Auditorium. The concert will feature the Vesper Symphonial Orchestra, and will begin at 8:00 p.m. The program will include works by Brahms, Beethoven, and Mozart.

Collegiate Cross-Section

Recollections of German Music To Federal Club

A variety of German music will be the feature at the meeting of the Federal Club, which will be held on Friday evening in Bomberg Hall. The meeting will be devoted to an informal discussion of the music of Germany, with special emphasis on the influence of German music on American music.
The Sports Editorial

F E AT U R E W R IT E R S A S S I S T A N T S S O R T S

scheme with the ultimate aim that a file be constantly seek for new questions with which to go into the exam with one strike already called are indeed blind the country were mentioning the name of a certain woman who was traversed the Panama jungle. Perhaps this feat had been able to cross the country of Panama from Costa Rica to Colombia. The impenetrable vicious animals had claimed the lives of many each other. And who will be responsible for all of this?

Profs often collect exams with papers, but

C A R O L I N A

and presidents, and they have to forget about their personal concerns make Germany stronger, especially in the air. In fact, there were all concluded with the Navy to borrow their bomber, but the College defaulted on its promise to build a lagoon for Caesar sees her seize her scissors, "I'm day's Record under the caption of "I'm keeping a scrapbook of her job." Caesar sighs.

For an All-American highway

"Is that really the way you think?" When she liked Jim, her reply was, "Oh, I'm not married, Mr. Math." But when she thought of Jim, her reply was, "Marry me!"

When Is a Gym?

"What's a Name?"

"Furry"

"Chubbie"

"Drang nach Moskau!"

It was really just another Price-less gesture. It may have seemed insignificant at the time, but it was her way of saying, "I love you."
The ROMA CAFE
Visit us for fine Steaks, Seafood, and Spaghetti
111 W. Main Street, Norristown, Pa.
Collegiate Bank
Interest paid on deposits.
Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

GOOD PRINTING
Our work embraces almost everything from letterpress to offset, and we print book catalogs and booklets for a large number of well-known colleges and universities throughout the country. Our work is a reflection of the high standard of scholarship that is the pride of our editors and printers. We are located in the heart of the college and university community.

George H. Buchanan Company
44 S. Wellington St., Lebanon, Pa.
Telephone: 61341

ORDER YOUR URUSIN BEAR RING NOW!
Supplied by
LORCH MUNCHIN & CO., Inc.
B. W. HAMPSON, Representative

FADEN PENS
Write smoothly and consistently.
Uniris College Supply Store
"On the Campus"

Dr. Reid Explains Implication of Inter-American Defense

Dr. Reid, speaking at the weekly meeting of the American Association for World Understanding, explained the implications of the recently signed Inter-American defense treaty.

"The treaty is not merely a military agreement," Dr. Reid said. "It is a political statement that the nations of the Western Hemisphere are committed to working together for mutual defense.

"This is a significant step towards achieving a peaceful East-West relationship," Dr. Reid continued. "It shows that the United States and other nations of the Western Hemisphere are willing to stand together against any threat to our region.

"The treaty is a strong statement of our commitment to peace," Dr. Reid concluded. "It is an important step towards achieving a world where we can all live in safety and security."
Co-ed Hockeyeys 
Drub Rhode Island 12 - 2; Tie Penn 1 - 1

In spite of quarter exams last week, the girls' hockey team managed to keep up their high average by outclassing the Rhode Island State Teachers 12-2 on Drexel's Field Monday and tying Penn 1-1 on Wednesday at home.

The score explains Monday's context, for Ursinus was the whole show, scoring practically at will. With perfect passes from the backfield, the forward line moved like clock work. After a 3-1 count at half-time, the New Englanders substitute goalie had a heavier job, as Ursinus had little difficulty in passing up the weak defense.

Against the Penn eleven, Ursinus looked like a different team, unaggressive and showing not the semblance of a strenuous week. The home team made the first marker when Barry Fow, mainstay of the line, made a hop and set the ball into the cage. Shortly after that, the Bear rooters led Rifleman past Glen Legendov on a pass across the goal to deaklof the score. In the second half, neither team made much headway, as the backfield player was balked by Betty Forrer, rear fullback, play even better than her usual steady game.

Baker Booters Drop Tilt To Gettysburg Class 3-1; To Play Alumni Saturday

Unable to put up an offensive threat that could produce results, the Bear Booters of Coach Doc Baker dropped a 3-1 decision to an erratic Gettysburg team on Saturday afternoon.

Bears Score Early

Although the Bears started off with a bang and scored a goal after only a few minutes of play, they could never puncture their enemies defense after that. The score came on a neat bit of passing up the field by Corney, McCausland, and Adams. After getting a final pass from Corney the ball was pounced into the goal by Buddy Adams.

Almost immediately the Booters retaliated with their first score. This one was scored by left inside Mertin on a shot into the corner of the goal. Two more goals were added by Bullers in the second half to put the game on ice. Both scores came after the ball was put into scoring position by the Gettysburg center forward. Zamane.

The contest was the last scheduled game for the Bear Booters who will close the season with their traditional battle with the alumni next Saturday afternoon.

Jay-Vee Loss

On Tuesday the Jay Vee Bears played their third game of the year with a 3-4 by the fast stepping Hamilton High School of New Jersey, coached by Herb Griffiths, former Bear player.

Strong Bullet Eleven Downs Fighting Bear Outfit by 20 - 0 Score Saturday

Lucas Leads Bear Offensive

Although they showed some of their best form of the current season, the inspired Bears of Coach Pete Stevenson dropped a hard fought 6-0 game to a very strong Gettysburg eleven on the winner's field Saturday afternoon.

Bears Dominate First Quarter

This 6-0 score, however, does not tell of a first quarter in which the battling Bears pushed their opponents all over the field, neither does it tell of a Bear attack that was stopped on the Bears' two yard line by the half-time whistle. Also omitted by this final score is the story of the breaks that gave the Bullet outfit their scores and the opportunistic that hindered the Bears frequently.

For the Bears it marked the return of the spirit that held the Lehigh Engineers to a 6-0 score and the potential offensive threat that has not been uncovered all season. To name the standouts would be merely to enumerate the line-up for all performed with a real sense of the game. Once again, however, a final pass to Albie Tkacz, 144 pounds, football player was outstanding along with his side-kick Bill Tzarko.

Notable, too, was the performance of Bill Flynn, and the playing of the entire line of whom time and again emerged in a strong game.

Winning Block Kick

The Bears found themselves in the Gettysburg territory as a result of a blocked kick by end Mike Worthington, the first marker, and also scored from the same source. After this the Bears were unable to capitalize on the ball, but they were strong enough for a score, managed to keep the ball between the walls for the entire quarter, and scored the second after eleven and a definite Gettysburg form. The Bears were penalized for the Cquries. After Stewart kicked out of bounds and the ball was 38 yard line the trouble started.

Long Pass Sets Up Score

Jim Barry sped into the Bear territory as a passer, set a 47 yard pass zooming with the air to the Bear's 43 yard line. The arms of end Tony Zovikoff who had been pensioned off by the ball on the 18 yard line the defense stiffened and held on for downs, but on the next play the ball was fumbled on the 20 yard line right end for the score. Flondheim missed the conversion.

Even the first string eleven that Coach Stevenson sent into the game failed to stem the Bullet offensive surge. Only a few minutes later they called their second score. Taking the ball on his own 31, sub, Lobb sent the ball on the 47 yard line, and Tkacz threw for the ball on the 18 yard line, and Tkacz deftly placed the ball for a second score. After a hold the pass was made for the score.

Halftime Prevents Bears Score

The Bullet Defense was activated and the ball was counted out. Taking the ball on their own 20, the Bear attack was rusted and lateraled their way to the Bear's 20 yard line. Here, however, the half-time whistleopian their progress, and six yards was gained for a consecutive first downs to the Bear's 14 yard line. A pass to Tkacz from Ber- nee was bungled by the Bullet and the Anti-

TEAM P R O D U C T I O N BY COOKSTOWN

We'll take Curtis over Day-Highland by three touchdowns!

The race gave the host Tigers a 3-0 lead as Curtis and Day-Highland grappled for the crown. Both teams arrived in good shape and should be sharp for the big game.

The collective Marine heart skipped a beat when some bad news came. Stine St-20. Only Stine's failure to capture on several game opportunities, chances saved the Marines, who were the greater favorites, as their own in their own backfield. Bud Bagne's key kickoff put the ball in the right position to take a chance to roll.

Day-Highland had a little edge coming trying to out 6-0 win. Brod- nee never got out of the backfield land...

The All-League Team

As customary in the time we're picking an All-League team. The boys come down a few for judgment so this will be catch-

Backs: McCourt, Day-Highland; Nolen, Stine, MclLay, Stine, T. Rober, Curtis.

Ends: Barab, Curtis; Much, Stine, Zucker, Becker, Stine; MacHamon, Curtis.

Guard: Verdelli, Curtis; Hallman, Day-Highland.

Center, Heckman, Redbrook.

The team is a sort of has last rounded the far turn and is in

Two Swell Reasons why

Chesterfield is

The Milder Better-tasting Cooler-smoking cigarette

Copyright 1951, Estate & Manor Tobacco Co.

STEVENS CALLS FOR WRESTLING Hopfuls! Six Meets Planned

With the heaviest schedule ever undertaken by an Ursinus Wrestling Squad, the Bear booters of coach Pete Stevenson have their quarters in the basement of Old Main.

A total of six dual meets have been scheduled for this season and the Bears will take on the grapplers of Washington & Jefferson and Pennsylvania State.

An important innovation this year will be a playoff to determine the number of finalists. The eight teams will be placed in four brackets.

To begin with, all will be placed in brackets and the winners will be determined by a round robin of matches.

That the winners will be determined by a round robin of matches. That the winners will be determined by a round robin of matches. That the winners will be determined by a round robin of matches. That the winners will be determined by a round robin of matches.

The winners will then be placed in brackets and the winners will be determined by a round robin of matches.

That the winners will be determined by a round robin of matches. That the winners will be determined by a round robin of matches.